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Abstract

We show that the production rule mechanism provided by active database systems can be
used to quickly and easily implement the logic rule interface of deductive database systems.
Deductive rules specify derived relations using Datalog with built-in predicates and strati�ed
negation; the deductive rules are compiled automatically into production rules. We present
a materialized approach, in which the derived relations are stored in the database and the
production rules automatically and incrementally propagate base relation changes to the derived
relations. We also present a non-materialized approach, in which the production rules compute
the derived relations on demand.

1 Introduction

A considerable amount of research has focused on adding rules to database systems. This work

is divisible into two areas: deductive database systems and active database systems. In deductive

database systems, logic programming style rules are used to provide a more powerful user interface

than that provided by most database query languages [CGT90,Min88,Ull89]. In active database sys-

tems, production style (forward-chaining) rules are used to provide automatic execution of database

operations in response to certain events and/or conditions [DHW94,HW93].

With the rapid emergence of production rule capabilities in research prototypes, in a number

of commercial database systems, and in the upcoming SQL3 standard, we believe that active

databases will become widely available in practice. However, we also believe that production rules

in database systems should be treated as a low-level mechanism, used to implement higher-level

functionality [Cer92]. In this paper we show that production rules can be used to easily implement

the high-level interface provided by deductive databases. Hence, our work will make it possible to

quickly support deductive capabilities in widely available systems.

In deductive databases, there is a distinction between base (or extensional) data and derived

(or intensional) data. In this paper, we assume all data is stored in relations. Base relations are

created and manipulated by users in the usual way. Derived relations are de�ned by deductive

rules speci�ed in a language analogous to Datalog [Ull89], which in our framework includes built-in

predicates and strati�ed negation. Derived relations can be materialized, in which case they are

�This work was partially performed while both authors were at the IBM Almaden Research Center, San Jose, CA.
In Milano, this work was partially supported by Esprit Project P6333, \Idea". At Stanford, this work was partially
supported by the Reid and Polly Anderson Faculty Scholar Fund and by an equipment grant from IBM Corporation.
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stored in the database and kept consistent with the base relations over which they are de�ned, or

they can be non-materialized, in which case they are not stored in the database but are computed

from the base relations as needed.

In our framework, each deductive rule is compiled automatically into a set of production rules.

Our main result concerns materialized derived relations. In this context, the generated production

rules are triggered by changes to base relations that may a�ect the value of derived relations, and

the productions rules automatically modify the derived relations accordingly. The modi�cations

are performed incrementally, thus exploiting available information about base relation changes

and avoiding complete recomputation of derived relations. We also adapt our approach to non-

materialized derived relations. In this context, the generated production rules are triggered by

queries referencing derived relations, and the production rules automatically compute the necessary

derived relations. Known optimization techniques for the computation, such as magic sets [BR86],

can be incorporated into the generated production rules. In both the materialized and the non-

materialized approach, the generated production rules encode a speci�c strategy for computing

derived relations; however, our framework can easily be adapted for di�erent strategies.

There is a strong similarity between the strategy used by the generated production rules and

semi-naive evaluation [CGT90,Ull89]. Semi-naive evaluation is an incremental method that relies on

deltas|changes between a previous database state and the current state. Most database production

rule languages provide a mechanism for accessing deltas directly and e�ciently [DHW94]. Hence,

one of the contributions of our work is to provide an automatic method for exploiting the access to

deltas provided by production rules, eliminating the need to \hard code" this access for deductive

rule processing.

1.1 Related Work

Although there are substantial bodies of work in both active and deductive databases, only lim-

ited research to date has focused on connecting the two approaches. Some work has shown how

deductive databases can be extended to support active behavior, e.g [BJ93,CCCR+90,HD93b,

SKdM92,Tan91]; this relates to the converse of the problem considered here. In the RDL1 system,

a forward-chaining production style of rule processing is used to implement a deductive database

language [KdMS90]. The goal of RDL1 is an e�cient deductive database system. Hence, although

the underlying implementation is based on rule triggering, the rule language is deductive. In our

case, we illustrate how deductive rules can be supported using the existing facilities of an active

database system. This paper considerably improves upon and extends our own initial work in this

area [Wid91].

In the approach we take to materialized derived relations, production rules propagate base

relation changes to derived relations incrementally. Other research that has considered the problem

of incrementally maintaining derived data includes [AP87, DT92, GMS93, HD93a, Kuc91, NY83,

UO92,WDSY91]. Similar approaches have been applied to integrity constraint maintenance, e.g.

[Nic82,UKN92,CFPT94,CW90], where the incremental nature of the computation results from the
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assumption that the previous database state satis�es the constraints.

Pioneering work in incremental maintenance of deductive data [NY83] proposes an approach

to materialized derived relations in which a counter is maintained for each derived tuple, encoding

its number of derivations. Algorithms are given that use the counters to e�ciently maintain the

derived relations when base relations are modi�ed. A similar approach based on derivation counting

is described in [GMS93]. In [DT92,Kuc91,WDSY91], the actual derivations of tuples are encoded

in auxiliary information stored with the derived relations. Changes to base relations are �rst

considered with respect to the auxiliary information, then propagated to the derived relations. In

contrast to all of these approaches, our method does not require any auxiliary information|derived

relations are maintained incrementally using only the behavior provided by production rules. The

absence of auxiliary information enables us to maintain derived relations using active database

rules only, without any modi�cations to the underlying database system.

Methods in [GMS93,HD93a] also do not require auxiliary information; both papers propose

algorithms that e�ectively \undo" and then \redo" derivations, which is similar to the e�ect of our

production rules for materialized derived relations without unique derivations. In [UO92], special

internal events are de�ned that describe transitions on derived relations, with rules for incremental

evaluation of these events. In [AP87], a technique is presented based on belief revisions: procedures

are de�ned for deducing the e�ect of insertions or deletions of data or rules on a given database

that represents the current belief. Although the context and procedures in [AP87] are very di�erent

from our approach, there are some similarities (such as the treatment of strati�cation).

In [CW91], we describe a method for deriving production rules that incrementally maintain

materialized views, where views are speci�ed using a subset of SQL. Since there is an overlap be-

tween SQL views and derived relations speci�ed using Datalog, there also is an overlap between the

methods in [CW91] and the methods given here. In particular, views that are de�ned to be safe

in [CW91] correspond to derived relations with unique derivations in this paper, so simpli�cations

introduced for safe views in [CW91] carry over; see Section 6. In this paper, however, we han-

dle derived relations that are de�ned recursively and may be de�ned through multiple deductive

rules. Furthermore, we give a fully incremental approach, even for derived relations with multiple

derivations, thereby generalizing and improving on the results in [CW91] considerably. Finally,

note that much of the mechanism in [CW91] involves handling the complexities and limitations of

views de�ned using SQL; these complexities and limitations are not an issue here.

1.2 Outline of Paper

Section 2 describes the initial language we use for deductive rules (excluding negation) and presents

a running example for the paper. Section 3 describes the language we use for production rules|

the rule language of Starburst.1 Section 4 contains the �rst core results of the paper: a method

for translating deductive rules in our initial language into production rules that incrementally

1We use the Starburst rule language since we have developed and can experiment with it, but the same approach

can be applied using other database production rule languages.
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maintain materialized derived relations, and a proof that the method is correct. Section 5 extends

these results for deductive rules with strati�ed negation. Section 6 explains how the generated

production rules can be simpli�ed when derived relations are known to have unique derivations.

Section 7 describes our approach for non-materialized derived relations. Section 8 concludes and

describes future work.

2 Deductive Rules

The initial language we use for deductive rules is based on Datalog with built-in predicates but

without negation. (We extend our results to strati�ed negation in Section 5.) The description given

here is brief and somewhat informal; for thorough treatments of deductive database rule languages

see, e.g., [BR86,CGT90,Ull89].

Let the database consist of a set of relations, some designated as base relations and others

designated as derived relations.2 Users may perform arbitrary retrieval or modi�cation operations

on base relations (e.g. SQL select, insert, delete, update).3 Users may perform only retrieval

operations on derived relations|data in derived relations is speci�ed exclusively by deductive rules.

The general form of a deductive rule is:

rule-name : D(E1; : : : ; Ei) :- R1(X
1
1 ; : : : ; X

1
j1
); : : : ; Rn(X

n
1 ; : : : ; X

n
jn
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P1(E
1
1; : : : ; E

1
k1
); : : : ; Pm(E

m
1 ; : : : ; E

m
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)

with the following requirements:

� D names a derived relation.

� R1; : : : ; Rn name base or derived relations.

� P1; : : : ; Pm are built-in predicates. Any predicate evaluable by the database query language

is allowed. (Since we will be considering the Starburst database system [H+90], these are the

standard SQL predicates along with user-de�ned predicates.)

� All X 's on the right-hand-side (RHS) of the rule are either constants (speci�ed by value) or

variable names.

� All E's on the left-hand-side (LHS) and RHS of the rule are either constants, variable names

that also appear at least once on the RHS as an X , or expressions over constants and such

variables. Any expression evaluable by the database query language is allowed. (Again, in

Starburst these are the standard SQL expressions along with user-de�ned expressions.)

� The number and type of arguments to D and R1; : : : ; Rn match the schema of the relations.

2Although the only derived data we consider in this paper is relations, a similar approach could certainly be used

to support, e.g., derived values stored as relational attributes.

3For simplicity in this paper we treat update operations as deletes followed by inserts (see Section 4), but an

extension to directly handle updates is straightforward.
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Recursion is allowed, and relations may appear multiple times on the RHS.

Our rules have the standard deductive interpretation [CGT90,Ull89]: Consider every set of

tuples, one each from relations R1; : : : ; Rn, satisfying the following conditions:

1. All RHS X 's that are constants match the values in the corresponding tuple �elds.

2. If all RHS X 's that are variables are assigned values from the corresponding tuple �elds then

each variable is assigned a unique value (i.e. common variables hold the same value) and

predicates P1; : : : ; Pm are satis�ed.

For each set of tuples satisfying these conditions, the corresponding tuple de�ned by E1; : : : ; Ei

using the variable assignments from condition 2 is in relation D.

Note that since our deductive rules include predicates and expressions, in�nite derived relations

are possible. We do not exclude in�nite derived relations from our framework. In the case of

materialized derived relations, and sometimes in the case of non-materialized derived relations, the

e�ect of in�nite derived relations is non-terminating execution of the generated production rules

(which in most systems produces an error). Also note that, although we allow users to create

duplicate tuples in base relations, derived relations do not have duplicates.

For convenience, we abbreviate the generic deductive rule speci�ed above as:

rule-name : D( �E) :- R1( �X1), : : : , Rn( �Xn), P ( �E0)

so that an argument list A1; : : : ; Ai (say) is denoted by �A, and predicates P1; : : : ; Pm are conjoined

into a single predicate P . (Our language for predicates includes logical and.)

2.1 Running Example

We introduce a simple example to be used throughout the paper. We consider two base relations:

Station(city, state)

Train(city1, city2)

Station contains cities with train stations; for brevity we assume that attribute city is a key for

this relation. Train contains pairs of cities such that there is direct train service from the �rst city

to the second; city1 and city2 together form a key for this relation. We also consider two derived

relations:

Route(city1, city2)

Reach-Cal(city)

Route contains pairs of cities such that there is a train route from the �rst city to the second city.

(That is, Route is the transitive closure of Train.) Reach-Cal contains those cities from which it is

possible to reach a city in California by train. The following four deductive rules de�ne the derived

relations:
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rt1: Route(C1,C2) :- Train(C1,C2)

rt2: Route(C1,C2) :- Route(C1,C3), Route(C3,C2)

rc1: Reach-Cal(C) :- Station(C,S), S = "California"

rc2: Reach-Cal(C) :- Route(C,C'), Reach-Cal(C')

Although this example does not include all of the features in our deductive rule language (excluding,

e.g., complex expressions), it is su�ciently comprehensive to illustrate our approach.

3 Production Rules

This section introduces the Starburst Rule System, an active database extension to the Starburst

prototype DBMS [H+90] supporting the language we use for production rules. Although developed

in the context of a speci�c research project, the Starburst rule language is representative of SQL-like

production rule languages. In addition, the Starburst rule language has been formally de�ned and

implemented [WCL91,WF90], unlike e.g. the proposal for triggers in SQL3, permitting us to both

prove the correctness of our approach and to experiment with our methods on a running system.

Our methods certainly can be adapted to other database production rule languages, and ultimately

to SQL3.

We �rst introduce a convenient shorthand notation for the subset of the Starburst rule language

used by our rule generation methods. We then describe the actual language supported by Starburst

and explain how our shorthand notation maps to this language. We also describe the Starburst

rule processing model, and we provide a few examples. (More examples appear throughout the

paper.) Further details on the Starburst Rule System can be found in [WCL91,WF90].

3.1 Notation

Starburst production rules rely on the notion of transitions|database state changes resulting from

execution of a sequence of data manipulation operations. Rules are triggered by the e�ect of transi-

tions. Triggered rule actions perform additional data manipulation operations, creating additional

transitions. Further details of rule processing semantics are deferred until Section 3.3.

The shorthand notation we use for expressing the production rules generated by our methods

is as follows:

rule-name : fins jdelg D( �E)  [old] R1( �X1), : : : , fins jdelg Ri( �Xi), : : : , [old] Rn( �Xn), P ( �E0)

Names and symbols satisfy the same requirements that were introduced in Section 2 for deductive

rules. In addition, D is tagged with either ins or del, exactly one Ri is tagged with either ins or

del, and each Rj other than Ri may be tagged with old.

The meaning of this rule is the following. First suppose that the rule does not contain any

old's, and that both D and Ri are tagged with ins. The ins tag on relation Ri indicates that the

rule is triggered by any transition in which there are insertions into relation Ri. Once the rule is

triggered, the rule's action retrieves every set of tuples, one each from relations R1; : : : ; Rn except

using only inserted tuples from Ri, such that:
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1. All RHS X 's in the rule (as speci�ed above) that are constants match the values in the

corresponding tuple �elds.

2. If all RHS X 's that are variables are assigned values from the corresponding tuple �elds then

each variable is assigned a unique value and predicates P1; : : : ; Pm are satis�ed.

For each set of tuples retrieved, the rule's action inserts the tuple de�ned by �E using the variable

assignments from condition 2 into relation D, if the tuple is not in D already. (Informally, this

corresponds to one \application" of a deductive rule according to the semantics given in Section 2.)

If D is tagged with del instead of ins, then the tuple de�ned by �E is deleted from relation D

rather than inserted. If Ri is tagged with del instead of ins, then the rule is triggered by deletions

instead of insertions, and deleted tuples from Ri are used instead of inserted tuples. Finally, if a

relation Rj is tagged with old, then instead of using Rj 's current value, the rule uses Rj 's value

preceding the rule's triggering transition.

3.2 Rules in Starburst

In the Starburst Rule System, the syntax for creating a rule is:

create rule name on relation

when triggering operations

[ if condition ]
then action

[ precedes rule-list ]
[ follows rule-list ]

The triggering operations are one or more of inserted, deleted, and updated. The optional

condition is an arbitrary SQL predicate. (Our methods do not use rule conditions.) The action is

an arbitrary sequence of SQL data manipulation operations. The optional precedes and follows

clauses are used to partially order the set of rules: If a rule r1 speci�es a rule r2 in its precedes

list, or if r2 speci�es r1 in its follows list, then r1 has priority over r2. When no (direct or

transitive) ordering is speci�ed between two rules, their relative priority is arbitrary. Although we

have not included rule priority speci�cations in our shorthand notation, our method does exploit

rule priorities, as will be seen below.

Rule conditions and actions may refer to the current state of the database through top-level

or nested SQL select operations. In addition, rule conditions and actions may refer to transition

tables, which are logical relations reecting the changes that have occurred during a rule's triggering

transition. Rules consider only the net e�ect of transitions, as de�ned in [WF90]. At the end of

a given transition, transition table inserted in a rule refers to those tuples of the rule's relation

that were inserted by the transition. Transition tables deleted, new-updated, and old-updated

are similar. Note that transition tables correspond exactly to the notion of deltas discussed in

Section 1.

Although Starburst rules have a fairly complex, SQL-like syntax, the simpler notation intro-

duced for our purposes in Section 3.1 maps directly into Starburst rules. For each production rule
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de�ned using the shorthand notation, we automatically produce a Starburst rule with the following

structure:

create rule rule-name on Ri

when f inserted j deleted g

then f insert into D Ins-Select-Expression j

delete from D where hD:attributesi in (Del-Select-Expression) g

The rule's triggering operation depends on whether Ri is tagged with ins or del, and the operation

performed by the rule's action depends on whether D is tagged with ins or del. The Del-Select-

Expression is an SQL select operation that produces all tuples de�ned by �E according to conditions

1 and 2 described above. (Hence, in the select operation, transition table inserted or deleted

is used in place of Ri, and some relations may be prefaced by old.) The Ins-Select-Expression

is identical to the Del-Select-Expression, except distinct and a not in clause are added so that

duplicate tuples are not inserted. Note that Starburst rules currently do not support direct access

to old relation values, but these values can be computed using transition tables; see [CW91].

We omit the details of deriving the Select-Expressions here. Methods for translating deductive

rule RHS's into SQL select operations are given in [CGT90,Ull89], and a detailed modi�cation of

these methods appropriate for use here is presented in [Wid91]. Examples in Section 3.4 should

convince the reader that the translation, although somewhat tedious to specify, is straightforward.

Many additional examples of the translation appear in the Appendix.

Finally, note that our SQL operations use multi-attribute in and not in, which is available in

some but not all SQL implementations; equivalent expressions in standard SQL can be substituted.

3.3 Rule Processing

In Starburst, rules are processed at rule processing points. There is an automatic rule processing

point at the end of each transaction, and there may be additional user-speci�ed processing points

within a transaction. We describe rule execution at an arbitrary processing point. Since rule

conditions are not used in this paper, we omit them them from our description of rule processing.

The state change resulting from the user-generated database operations executed since the last

rule processing point (or start of the transaction) creates the �rst relevant transition, and some set

of rules are triggered by this transition. A triggered rule r is chosen from this set for execution.

Rule r is chosen so that no other triggered rule has priority over r, and r's action is executed. After

execution of r's action, all rules other than r are triggered if a triggering operation occurred in the

composite transition created by the initial transition and subsequent execution of r's action. Rule

r is triggered again only if a triggering operation occurred in the transition created by its action.

From the new set of triggered rules, a rule r0 is chosen for execution so that no other triggered rule

has priority over r0, and rule processing continues in this fashion.

At an arbitrary point in rule processing, a given rule is triggered if a triggering operation

occurred in the (composite) transition since the last time it was executed; if it has not yet been

executed, it is triggered if a triggering operation occurred in the transition since the start of the
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transaction. The e�ect of this semantics is that every rule considers every database modi�cation

exactly once. The values of transition tables in rule conditions and actions always reect the rule's

triggering transition. Rule processing terminates when there are no more triggered rules.

3.4 Examples

Our examples use the relations introduced in Section 2.1. Consider the following production rule

expressed in our shorthand notation:

rc1-ins: ins Reach-Cal(C) <- ins Station(C,S), S = "California"

This rule is triggered by insertions into relation Station. Its action inserts into relation Reach-Cal

all of the cities inserted into Station whose state �eld is \California". The corresponding production

rule in Starburst notation is:

create rule rc1-ins on Station

when inserted

then insert into Reach-Cal

select distinct city from inserted

where state = "California"

and city not in (select * from Reach-Cal)

As a second example, consider the following production rule expressed in our notation:

rt2-del: del Route(C1,C2) <- del Route(C1,C3), old Route(C3,C2)

This rule is triggered by deletions from relation Route. Its action further deletes from Route any

tuple whose �rst attribute corresponds to a tuple t1 deleted from Route, whose second attribute

corresponds to a tuple t2 in the pre-transition value of Route, and such that t1's second attribute

matches t2's �rst attribute. The corresponding production rule in Starburst notation is:

create rule rt2-del on Route

when deleted

then delete from Route where <city1,city2> in

(select deleted.city1, Route.city2

from deleted, old Route

where deleted.city2 = Route.city1)

Not surprisingly, we will see in Section 4.2 that both of these examples correspond to production

rules generated by our framework from the deductive rules given in Section 2.1.

4 Maintaining Derived Relations

We �rst consider the materialized approach, in which all derived relations are stored in the database.

From each deductive rule, a number of production rules are generated. Although here we use our

shorthand notation to describe the production rules, in practice they can be generated directly in
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Starburst notation. We assume initially that all derived relations and deductive rules are de�ned

when the database is created, i.e. when the relevant base relations are empty. As users create and

modify data in the base relations, these modi�cations are propagated to the derived relations. In

Section 7.2 we explain how derived relations and deductive rules can be added when other relations

are non-empty.

Consistency of the derived relations with the base relations is maintained entirely by production

rules. The derived relations are consistent at the start of each transaction, and the production rules

ensure that they are consistent at the end of each transaction by propagating that transaction's base

relation modi�cations to the relevant derived relations. (Recall from Section 3.3 that production

rules are processed automatically at the end of each transaction.) If consistency is desired at points

within a transaction, commands can be issued to invoke rule processing at these points.4

For clarity and simplicity in the remainder of the paper, we assume that tuples are only inserted

into and deleted from base relations. Users may perform updates, but these are treated as deletes

followed by inserts. Extending our approach to handle updates directly is quite straightforward;

see Section 8.

4.1 Generating Production Rules

Consider the following generic deductive rule:

r : D( �E) :- R1( �X1), : : : , Rn( �Xn), P ( �E0)

From this rule, the following 2n+ 1 production rules are generated:

1. Deletion Rules { one rule for each i, 1 � i � n

r-del-i : del D( �E)  old R1( �X1), : : : , del Ri( �Xi), : : : , old Rn( �Xn), P ( �E
0)

2. Re-insert Rule 5

r-ri : ins D( �E)  del D( �E), R1( �X1), : : : , Rn( �Xn), P ( �E
0)

3. Insertion Rules { one rule for each i, 1 � i � n

r-ins-i : ins D( �E)  R1( �X1), : : : , ins Ri( �Xi), : : : , Rn( �Xn), P ( �E
0)

The rules are partially ordered (using Starburst's precedes and follows clauses) so that deletion

rules have priority over the re-insert rule which has priority over insertion rules.

To explain these rules, and to prove their correctness in Section 4.3, we digress briey to

describe the notion of derivations. Each tuple t in a derived relation has one or more derivations.

A derivation can be represented by a tree, where each node in the tree is a tuple: leaf nodes are

4Starburst also supports commands to invoke rule processing with only a subset of the production rules [Wid92].

This feature can be used within a transaction to propagate base relation modi�cations to certain derived relations

while leaving other derived relations for end-of-transaction rule processing.

5Actually, D( �E) in the RHS of this rule may violate our syntactic requirements if �E contains complex expressions.

However, any expression E in �E can equivalently be replaced by a new variable V with V = E conjoined to predicate P .
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base relation tuples, interior nodes are derived relation tuples, and the root node is derived tuple t.

For each non-leaf node, the parent tuple can be deduced from its child tuples by one application

of one deductive rule (recall the interpretation of deductive rules given in Section 2). Hence, each

derivation tree is a complete description of how a tuple in a derived relation can be produced from

tuples in base relations. As a simple illustration, consider the following deductive rule:

r: D(A,C) :- R(A,B), R(B,C)

and suppose base relation R contains the tuples (a,b), (b,c), and (c,d). Then one derivation

tree for tuple (a,d) in derived relation D is:

D(a,d)

/ \

D(a,c) R(c,d)

/ \

R(a,b) R(b,c)

Now consider the set of production rules given above. The deletion rules execute �rst; they

delete tuples from D based on deletions from RHS relations. Intuitively, when a tuple is deleted

from a RHS relation, any derivation of a tuple in D based on rule r and the deleted tuple is no

longer valid. Hence, each time a deletion rule executes, it deletes all tuples fromD whose derivation

relies on one application of rule r using a tuple deleted from Ri. When a deletion rule deletes tuples

from D, it will trigger any additional deletion rules (including itself) for which del D appears on

the RHS. Note that at the time the deletion rules execute, the tuples stored in D are consistent

with the previous (i.e. pre-transition) state of the RHS relations, not the current state. Hence, to

identify the correct values for the tuples to be deleted from D, it is necessary to use pre-transition

values for the RHS relations, as speci�ed by our use of old.

Tuples in derived relations may have multiple derivations. Consequently, the deletion rules

may delete a tuple because one of its derivations is no longer valid, but that tuple may have other

derivations that are valid. Hence, after execution of the deletion rules, the re-insert rule inserts into

D tuples that were deleted from D by the deletion rules, but that should remain in D because they

have other valid derivations. This rule executes only once, so it only re-inserts deleted tuples with

\one-step" derivations. However, any tuples inserted by this rule can trigger and be considered by

the insertion rules, which we explain next.

The insertion rules execute last. They insert tuples into D based on insertions into RHS

relations. Intuitively, when a tuple is inserted into a RHS relation, it may create new derivations

for new tuples in D. Hence, each time an insertion rule executes, it inserts into D tuples (not

already in D) whose derivation relies on one application of rule r using a tuple inserted into Ri.

When an insertion rule inserts tuples into D, it will trigger any additional insertion rules (including

itself) for which ins D appears on the RHS.

We have described the production rules generated from a single deductive rule. Now suppose

there are multiple deductive rules. Multiple deductive rules may share LHS relations, may share
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RHS relations, and may be mutually recursive; these features are handled automatically by our

rule generation mechanism. Production rules are generated as described above for each deductive

rule. The entire set of rules is partially ordered so that all deletion rules have highest priority, all

re-insert rules have middle priority, and all insertion rules have lowest priority. (There is no need

to order rules within each group.) Hence, rule processing consists of three \phases": in the �rst

phase tuples are deleted from derived relations, in the second phase deleted tuples are re-inserted

into derived relations, and in the third phase additional tuples are inserted into derived relations.6

The generated production rules are incremental|each rule modi�es data in derived relations

based on modi�cations to data in base or derived relations. This is reected in the fact that the

RHS of each generated rule (in our notation) has one relation tagged with either ins or del. In

practice, the amount of modi�ed data is expected to be substantially less than the amount of

existing data, making incremental rules very e�cient. If, in fact, the amount of modi�ed data is

large, our incremental rules will e�ectively delete and then recompute all derived data.7

4.2 Example

Consider the four deductive rules introduced in Section 2.1:

rt1: Route(C1,C2) :- Train(C1,C2)

rt2: Route(C1,C2) :- Route(C1,C3), Route(C3,C2)

rc1: Reach-Cal(C) :- Station(C,S), S = "California"

rc2: Reach-Cal(C) :- Route(C,C'), Reach-Cal(C')

Using our notation, the following production rules are generated:

rt1-del-1: del Route(C1,C2) <- del Train(C1,C2)

rt2-del-1: del Route(C1,C2) <- del Route(C1,C3), old Route(C3,C2)

rt2-del-2: del Route(C1,C2) <- old Route(C1,C3), del Route(C3,C2)

rc1-del-1: del Reach-Cal(C) <- del Station(C,S), S = "California"

rc2-del-1: del Reach-Cal(C) <- del Route(C,C'), old Reach-Cal(C')

rc2-del-2: del Reach-Cal(C) <- old Route(C,C'), del Reach-Cal(C')

rt1-ri: ins Route(C1,C2) <- del Route(C1,C2), Train(C1,C2)

rt2-ri: ins Route(C1,C2) <- del Route(C1,C2), Route(C1,C3), Route(C3,C2)

rc1-ri: ins Reach-Cal(C) <- del Reach-Cal(C), Station(C,S), S = "California"

rc2-ri: ins Reach-Cal(C) <- del Reach-Cal(C), Route(C,C'), Reach-Cal(C')

rt1-ins-1: ins Route(C1,C2) <- ins Train(C1,C2)

rt2-ins-1: ins Route(C1,C2) <- ins Route(C1,C3), Route(C3,C2)

6While the general approach should be clear, it is understandable if the reader does not fully grasp all intricacies

of production rule behavior and interaction at this point. Readers interested in and/or skeptical about details are

encouraged to read the correctness proof in Section 4.3.

7This can be achieved more e�ciently using our non-materialized approach (see Section 7), which may be more

appropriate than the materialized approach if frequent large modi�cations are expected.
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rt2-ins-2: ins Route(C1,C2) <- Route(C1,C3), ins Route(C3,C2)

rc1-ins-1: ins Reach-Cal(C) <- ins Station(C,S), S = "California"

rc2-ins-1: ins Reach-Cal(C) <- ins Route(C,C'), Reach-Cal(C')

rc2-ins-2: ins Reach-Cal(C) <- Route(C,C'), ins Reach-Cal(C')

The production rules are ordered so that all rules in the �rst group have priority over all rules in

the second group which have priority over all rules in the third group. (By transitivity, all rules in

the �rst group have priority over all rules in the third group.) The corresponding rules in Starburst

notation are given in Appendix A.1.

4.3 Correctness

Theorem 4.1 Consider arbitrary derived relations D1; : : : ; Dm de�ned over arbitrary base rela-

tions B1; : : : ; Bn by arbitrary deductive rules r1; : : : ; rx. Let �1; : : : ; �y be the production rules

generated from r1; : : : ; rx as described in Section 4.1. Suppose D1; : : : ; Dm are consistent initially

with B1; : : : ; Bn, then arbitrary tuples are deleted from and/or inserted into B1; : : : ; Bn, then rule

processing is invoked with �1; : : : ; �y. When rule processing terminates,8 D1; : : : ; Dm are consistent

with the new values of B1; : : : ; Bn.

Proof: Let �B0 denote B1; : : : ; Bn before the modi�cations, let �B denote B1; : : : ; Bn after the

modi�cations, let �D0 denote D1; : : : ; Dm before rule processing, and let �D denote D1; : : : ; Dm

consistent with �B. By assumption, �D0 is consistent with �B0 and �D is consistent with �B; we must

show that rule processing modi�es D1; : : : ; Dm from �D0 to �D. The proof is based on derivation

trees (recall Section 4.1) and proceeds in two steps: in the �rst step we show that any tuple that

is in �D0 but not in �D is deleted by rule processing; in the second step we show that any tuple that

is in �D but is not in �D0, or that is in �D but is deleted from �D0 by rule processing, is inserted by

rule processing. It is straightforward to see that rule processing cannot insert tuples that are not

in �D, so these two steps complete the proof.

[1] Deletions: Let t be a tuple in �D0 but not in �D. Then any derivation tree for t in �D0 is not valid

in �D; consider one such tree T . We prove by induction on the depth of T that t is deleted by rule

processing.

Base case { T has depth 1. Let t's children in T be base tuples b1; : : : ; bk, with t derived from its

children by deductive rule r. Since T is not valid in �D, at least one bi must have been deleted.

Production rule r-del-i generated from r is triggered by bi's deletion and deletes t.

Induction { T has depth n > 1. Let t's children in T be base and derived tuples t1; : : : ; tk, with t

derived from its children by deductive rule r. Since T is not valid in �D, at least one of t's children

is a deleted base tuple bi or a derived tuple dj whose subtree is not valid in �D. If one of t's children

is a deleted base tuple bi, then production rule r-del-i generated from r is triggered by bi's deletion

8Rule processing is guaranteed to terminate if and only if all derived relations consistent with the new base

relations are �nite.
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and deletes t. If one of t's children is a derived tuple dj whose subtree is not valid in �D, then, by

the induction hypothesis, dj is deleted by rule processing; production rule r-del-j generated from

r is triggered by dj 's deletion and deletes t.

[2] Insertions: Let t be a tuple in �D that is either (A) deleted from �D0 by rule processing or (B)

not in �D0. Consider any derivation tree T for t in �D. We prove by induction on the depth of T

that t is inserted by rule processing.

Base case { T has depth 1. Let t's children in T be base tuples b1; : : : ; bk, with t derived from its

children by deductive rule r. In case (A), production rule r-ri generated from r is triggered by t's

deletion and re-inserts t. In case (B), since T is not valid in �D0, at least one bi must have been

inserted. Production rule r-ins-i generated from r is triggered by bi's insertion and inserts t.

Induction { T has depth n > 1. Let t's children in T be base and derived tuples t1; : : : ; tk, with

t derived from its children by deductive rule r. Note that each derived child tuple dj is either in
�D0 and not deleted from �D0, in �D0 but deleted from �D0, or not in �D0. Consider case (A) for

tuple t. If all derived child tuples are in �D0 and not deleted from �D0, then production rule r-ri

generated from r is triggered by t's deletion and re-inserts t. If one or more derived child tuples

dj are in �D0 but deleted from �D0, or not in �D0, then, by the induction hypothesis, these dj 's are

inserted by rule processing. Consider the point in rule processing after the last such dj is inserted;

production rule r-ins-j generated from r is triggered by dj's insertion and inserts t. Now consider

case (B) for tuple t. Since T is not valid in �D0, at least one of t's children is an inserted base tuple

bi or a derived tuple dj whose subtree is not valid in �D0. If one of t's children is an inserted base

tuple bi, then production rule r-ins-i generated from r is triggered by bi's insertion and inserts t.

If one of t's children is a derived tuple dj whose subtree is not valid in �D0, then, by the induction

hypothesis, dj is inserted by rule processing; production rule r-ins-j generated from r is triggered

by dj 's insertion and inserts t. 2

5 Strati�ed Negation

Most deductive database rule languages include negation, so that relations appearing on the RHS

of a deductive rule can appear either positively (as in our initial language) or negatively. Using our

abbreviated syntax, the general form of a deductive rule with negation is:

rule-name : D( �E) :- R1( �X1), : : : , Rk( �Xk), :Rk+1( �Xk+1), : : : , :Rn( �Xn), P ( �E0)

with the same requirements as given for deductive rules in Section 2, along with the following safety

requirement [CGT90,Ull89]:

� All X 's on the RHS of the rule that are variables and appear in �Xk+1; : : : ; �Xn (i.e. in a negated

relation) also appear in �X1; : : : ; �Xk (i.e. in a positive relation).

These rules have the standard deductive interpretation based on the closed world assumption

[CGT90,Ull89]: Consider every set of tuples, one each from positive relations R1; : : : ; Rk, satis-

fying the following conditions:
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1. All RHS X 's in R1; : : : ; Rk that are constants match the values in the corresponding tuple

�elds.

2. If all RHS X 's in R1; : : : ; Rk that are variables are assigned values from the corresponding

tuple �elds then each variable is assigned a unique value and predicate P is satis�ed.

For each set of tuples satisfying these conditions, use the variable assignments from condition 2 and

the constants in �Xk+1; : : : ; �Xn to construct one tuple for each negated relation :Rk+1; : : : ;:Rn. If

each negated relation does not contain its corresponding tuple, then the tuple de�ned by �E using

the variable assignments from condition 2 is in relation D.

To guarantee unique values for derived relations, deductive database rule languages with nega-

tion often require that the set of rules is strati�ed [CGT90,Ull89]. A set of rules is strati�ed if the

derived relations and their corresponding deductive rules can be partitioned into n strata, n � 1,

such that:

� If a rule in stratum i has on its RHS a negated relation R, then R is either a base relation or

is a derived relation belonging to a stratum j such that j < i.

� If a rule in stratum i has on its RHS a positive relation R, then R is either a base relation or

is a derived relation belonging to a stratum j such that j � i.

The e�ect of strati�cation is that the derived relations associated with each stratum can be com-

pletely computed once the derived relations for all lower strata have been computed, i.e. the strata

can be computed in ascending order.

We extend our method to handle deductive rules with strati�ed negation. For illustrative

purposes, our running example (Section 2.1) is extended to include a third derived relation:

Unconnected(city1, city2)

Unconnected contains pairs of cities such that both cities have train stations but there is no route

from the �rst city to the second city. Unconnected is de�ned by the following deductive rule (using

not for :):

uc: Unconnected(C1,C2) :- Station(C1,S1), Station(C2,S2), not Route(C1,C2)

The entire set of �ve deductive rules is strati�ed, with derived relations Route and Reach-Cal (rules

rt1, rt2, rc1, and rc2) in stratum 1 and derived relation Unconnected (rule uc) in stratum 2.

5.1 Extended Notation

Adding negation to deductive rules requires our notation for production rules to be extended

accordingly. A rule in the extended notation is denoted by:

rule-name : fins jdelg D( �E)  

[not] [old] R1( �X1), : : : , fins jdelg Ri( �Xi), : : : , [not] [old] Rn( �Xn), P ( �E
0)
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i.e. each RHS relation not tagged with ins or del may be tagged with not. The translation from

production rules in this notation to Starburst production rules proceeds as follows. A Starburst

rule is generated as described in Section 3.2, ignoring all relations tagged with not. Then, for

each relation R tagged with not, the following conjunct is added to the where clause in the

Select-Expression of the rule action:

not exists (select * from [old] R where Pred)

where predicate Pred is a conjunction of equalities between attributes in R and the corresponding

constants and attributes from positive relations. As an example, consider the following production

rule in our extended notation:

uc-pi-1: ins Unconnected(C1,C2) <- ins Station(C1,S1), Station(C2,S2),

not Route(C1,C2)

Intuitively, when a new station is inserted, this rule inserts into unconnected the new station's

city C1 with all cities C2 such that there is no route from C1 to C2 and the pair is not already in

unconnected. The corresponding production rule in Starburst notation is:

create rule uc-pi-1 on Station

when inserted

then insert into Unconnected

select distinct inserted.city, Station.city

from inserted, Station

where <inserted.city,Station.city> not in (select * from Unconnected)

and not exists

(select * from Route

where inserted.city = Route.city1 and Station.city = Route.city2)

5.2 Handling Multiple Strata

Consider a set of deductive rules for derived relations with n strata. The production rules generated

from the deductive rules will be ordered so that they compute the n strata of derived relations in

order. That is, for each i, 1 � i < n, all production rules generated from deductive rules in stratum

i are speci�ed to precede all production rules generated from deductive rules in stratum i+1. Since

the derived relations are materialized, the e�ect of this is that when production rules for a stratum

i are processed, these rules can treat all derived relations from all strata j < i as if they are base

relations. Hence, given the requirements of strati�cation, we need only describe production rule

generation for a single stratum, treating any RHS derived relations not in that stratum (which

includes all negated derived relations) as if they are base relations.

5.3 Generating Production Rules for Each Stratum

Again, we assume initially that all derived relations and deductive rules are de�ned when the

database is created, i.e. when the relevant base relations are empty. In Section 7.2 we explain how

derived relations and deductive rules can be added when other relations are non-empty.
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Consider the following generic deductive rule with negation:

r : D( �E) :- R1( �X1), : : : , Rk( �Xk), :Rk+1( �Xk+1), : : : , :Rn( �Xn), P ( �E
0)

From this rule, the following 2n+ 1 production rules are generated:

1. Negated-Insertion Rules { one rule for each i, k + 1 � i � n

r-ni-i : del D( �E)  old R1( �X1), : : : , old Rk( �Xk),

not old Rk+1( �Xk+1), : : : , ins Ri( �Xi), : : : , not old Rn( �Xn), P ( �E
0)

2. Positive-Deletion Rules { one rule for each i, 1 � i � k

r-pd-i : del D( �E)  old R1( �X1), : : : , del Ri( �Xi), : : : , old Rk( �Xk),

not old Rk+1( �Xk+1), : : : , not old Rn( �Xn), P ( �E
0)

3. Re-insert Rule

r-ri : ins D( �E)  del D( �E), R1( �X1), : : : , Rk( �Xk),

not Rk+1( �Xk+1), : : : , not Rn( �Xn), P ( �E
0)

4. Negated-Deletion Rules { one rule for each i, k + 1 � i � n

r-nd-i : ins D( �E)  R1( �X1), : : : , Rk( �Xk),

not Rk+1( �Xk+1), : : : , delRi( �Xi), not Ri( �Xi), : : : , not Rn( �Xn), P ( �E0)

5. Positive-Insertion Rules { one rule for each i, 1 � i � n

r-pi-i : ins D( �E)  R1( �X1), : : : , ins Ri( �Xi), : : : , Rk( �Xk),

not Rk+1( �Xk+1), : : : , not Rn( �Xn), P ( �E
0)

The rules are partially ordered so that rules in each group have priority over rules in the next group.

To understand the behavior of these rules, �rst observe what triggers rules in each group and

what operations the rule actions perform:

1. triggered by insertions into negated R, deletes from D

2. triggered by deletions from positive R, deletes from D

3. triggered by deletions from D, inserts into D
4. triggered by deletions from negated R, inserts into D
5. triggered by insertions into positive R, inserts into D

Since there can be no recursion involving negated relations (due to strati�cation), we see that

execution of a rule in a group i cannot trigger a rule in a group j < i. Hence, rule processing

consists of one phase per group of rules: In phase 1, tuples are deleted from the derived relation

based on insertions into negated relations. In phase 2, tuples are deleted from the derived relation

based on deletions from positive relations. In phase 3, tuples with multiple derivations are re-

inserted into the derived relation (as explained in Section 4.1). In phase 4, tuples are inserted

into the derived relation based on deletions from negated relations. Finally, in phase 5, tuples are

inserted into the derived relation based on insertions into positive relations. Notice that in the

negated-deletion rules (group 4), there is a not Ri( �Xi) clause in addition to del Ri( �Xi). This is
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present to eliminate cases in which a tuple is deleted from and then re-inserted into Ri, either by

the user or by rules computing derived relations in a lower stratum.9

Multiple deductive rules are handled as in Section 4.1: Production rules are generated as de-

scribed above for each deductive rule. The entire set of rules is partially ordered so that all rules in

group i for any deductive rule precede all rules in group i+ 1 for any deductive rule. Again, there

is no need to order rules within each group, but recall that rules across strata are ordered so that

all rules for a given stratum have priority over all rules for the next stratum.

5.4 Example

Consider the deductive rule with negation introduced above for derived relation Unconnected:

uc: Unconnected(C1,C2) :- Station(C1,S1), Station(C2,S2), not Route(C1,C2)

The following production rules are generated:

uc-ni-1: del Unconnected(C1,C2) <- old Station(C1,S1), old Station(C2,S2),

ins Route(C1,C2)

uc-pd-1: del Unconnected(C1,C2) <- del Station(C1,S1), old Station(C2,S2),

not old Route(C1,C2)

uc-pd-2: del Unconnected(C1,C2) <- old Station(C1,S1), del Station(C2,S2),

not old Route(C1,C2)

uc-ri: ins Unconnected(C1,C2) <- del Unconnected(C1,C2),

Station(C1,S1), Station(C2,S2),

not Route(C1,C2)

uc-nd-1: ins Unconnected(C1,C2) <- Station(C1,S1), Station(C2,S2),

del Route(C1,C2), not Route(C1,C2)

uc-pi-1: ins Unconnected(C1,C2) <- ins Station(C1,S1), Station(C2,S2),

not Route(C1,C2)

uc-pi-2: ins Unconnected(C1,C2) <- Station(C1,S1), ins Station(C2,S2),

not Route(C1,C2)

These production rules are ordered so that all rules in each group have priority over all rules

in the next group. The corresponding rules in Starburst notation are given in Appendix A.2.

These production rules are used together with the production rules for derived relations Route and

Reach-Cal in Section 4.2, with these rules corresponding to stratum 2 and the rules for Route and

Reach-Cal corresponding to stratum 1. Hence, these rules are speci�ed to have lower priority than

the rules for Route and Reach-Cal.

9In Starburst, although the net e�ect of an insertion followed by a deletion is nothing, the net e�ect of a deletion

followed by an insertion is a deletion and an insertion; see [WF90].
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5.5 Correctness

The correctness proof is similar to Theorem 4.1. As explained in Section 5.2, we consider each

stratum separately (i.e. the proof itself considers only one stratum), with derived relations from

lower strata treated as base relations. Hence, we assume that negation is over base relations only.

In the proof, the notion of a derivation tree is extended so that each leaf represents either the

presence of a base relation tuple, denoted b, or the absence of a base relation tuple, denoted :b.

Theorem 5.1 Consider arbitrary derived relations D1; : : : ; Dm de�ned over arbitrary base rela-

tions B1; : : : ; Bn by arbitrary deductive rules r1; : : : ; rx that may include negation over base rela-

tions. Let �1; : : : ; �y be the production rules generated from r1; : : : ; rx as described in Section 5.3.

Suppose D1; : : : ; Dm are consistent initially with B1; : : : ; Bn, then arbitrary tuples are deleted

from and/or inserted into B1; : : : ; Bn, then rule processing is invoked with �1; : : : ; �y. When rule

processing terminates, D1; : : : ; Dm are consistent with the new values of B1; : : : ; Bn.

Proof: As in Theorem 4.1, let �B0 denote B1; : : : ; Bn before the modi�cations, let �B denote

B1; : : : ; Bn after the modi�cations, let �D0 denote D1; : : : ; Dm before rule processing, and let �D

denote D1; : : : ; Dm consistent with �B. By assumption, �D0 is consistent with �B0 and �D is consis-

tent with �B; we must show that rule processing modi�es D1; : : : ; Dm from �D0 to �D. In the �rst

step we show that any tuple that is in �D0 but not in �D is deleted by rule processing; in the second

step we show that any tuple that is in �D but is not in �D0, or that is in �D but is deleted from �D0

by rule processing, is inserted by rule processing. It is straightforward to see that rule processing

cannot insert tuples that are not in �D, so these two steps complete the proof.

[1] Deletions: Let t be a tuple in �D0 but not in �D. Then any derivation tree for t in �D0 is not valid

in �D; consider one such tree T . We prove by induction on the depth of T that t is deleted by rule

processing.

Base case { T has depth 1. Let t's children in T be base tuples b1; : : : ; bk;:bk+1; : : : ;:bl, with t

derived from its children by deductive rule r. Since T is not valid in �D, at least either one bi has

been deleted or one :bj has been inserted. Hence, either production rule r-pd-i generated from r

is triggered by bi's deletion and deletes t, or production rule r-ni-j generated from r is triggered by

bj 's insertion and deletes t.

Induction { T has depth n > 1. Let t's children in T be base and derived tuples t1; : : : ; tk,

:bk+1; : : : ;:bl, with t derived from its children by deductive rule r. If T is not valid in �D because

one of :bk+1; : : : ;:bl has been inserted (call it bi), then production rule r-ni-i generated from r is

triggered by bi's insertion and deletes t. Otherwise, T is not valid in �D because one of t1; : : : ; tk is

a deleted base tuple bi or a derived tuple dj whose subtree is not valid in �D, so the proof proceeds

exactly as in the induction step for [1] in Theorem 4.1.

[2] Insertions: Let t be a tuple in �D that is either (A) deleted from �D0 by rule processing or (B)

not in �D0. Consider any derivation tree T for t in �D. We prove by induction on the depth of T

that t is inserted by rule processing.
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Base case { T has depth 1. Let t's children in T be base tuples b1; : : : ; bk;:bk+1; : : : ;:bl, with t

derived from its children by deductive rule r. In case (A), production rule r-ri generated from r is

triggered by t's deletion and re-inserts t. In case (B), since T is not valid in �D0, at least either one

bi has been inserted or one :bj has been deleted (and not re-inserted). Hence, either production

rule r-pi-i generated from r is triggered by bi's insertion and inserts t or production rule r-nd-i

generated from r is triggered by bj's deletion and inserts t.

Induction { T has depth n > 1. Let t's children in T be base and derived tuples t1; : : : ; tk,

:bk+1; : : : ;:bl, with t derived from its children by deductive rule r. If one of :bk+1; : : : ;:bl has

been deleted (call it bi), then production rule r-nd-i generated from r is triggered by bi's deletion

and inserts t. Otherwise, the proof proceeds exactly as in the induction step for [2] in Theorem 4.1.

2

6 Simpli�cations for Unique Derivations

The \re-insert" rules generated in our approach are due to the fact that tuples in derived relations

may have multiple derivations. Suppose that for a derived relation D we know that each tuple in

D is guaranteed to have only one derivation. Then re-insert rules need not be generated from the

deductive rules forD since the re-insert rules will never insert any tuples. As a second simpli�cation

for unique derivations, distinct can be eliminated from the insert Select-Expressions generated in

rule actions since duplicates will never be produced.

The notion of a derived relation with unique derivations corresponds directly to the notion of

safe materialized views in [CW91].10 In [CW91], static criteria are given for determining whether

an SQL view is safe based on the view de�nition and key information for base relations. In the

following, we show how these criteria can be adapted to determine whether a derived relation has

unique derivations. Our direct adaptation applies only to derived relations de�ned by one non-

recursive deductive rule; extending the criteria for multiple and recursive rules is left as future

work. In addition, for brevity we do not consider negation here, although criteria in [CW91] for

negatively nested subqueries can be adapted for negation.

Let D be a derived relation de�ned by deductive rule r without recursion or negation. Let the

bound attributes (call them B) of r be computed as follows:

1. Initialize B to contain all attributes from RHS relations whose place corresponds to a variable

also appearing on the LHS of r (or that is joined to a LHS variable by equality in the

predicate).

2. Add to B all attributes from RHS relations whose place corresponds to a constant (or to a

variable equated to a constant in the predicate).

10In general, when views are safe (or, equivalently, when derived relations have unique derivations) this is an

indication that a materialized approach can be realized e�ciently.
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3. Repeat until B is unchanged: (a) Add to B all attributes from RHS relations whose place

corresponds to a variable that also corresponds to an attribute already in B (or that is joined

to some attribute already in B by equality in the predicate). (b) Add to B every attribute of

any RHS relation such that B includes a key for that relation.

Based on results in [CW91], derived relation D is guaranteed to have unique derivations if the

bound attributes of r include a key for every relation on the RHS of r.

7 Derived Relations on Demand

We now consider the non-materialized case, where derived relations are computed only as needed in

order to execute given queries. In the simplest approach, when a query is submitted that references

derived relations, the derived relations are materialized in their entirety from the base relations,

the query is executed, then the derived relations are deleted. In more sophisticated approaches,

only those portions of the derived relations needed to execute the query are computed. We �rst

consider the simple approach; more sophisticated approaches are discussed in Section 7.1.

Suppose a query Q is submitted that references non-materialized derived relations D1; : : : ; Dk,

where D1; : : : ; Dk are de�ned by a set of (strati�ed) deductive rules over base relations B1; : : : ; Bn

and additional derived relations Dk+1; : : : ; Dm. To execute the query, we must materialize the

derived relations D1; : : : ; Dk, which also requires materializing Dk+1; : : : ; Dm. In order for the pro-

duction rules to know that D1; : : : ; Dm are the derived relations to be materialized, we maintain a

special relation called Materialize (say) in which D1; : : : ; Dm are explicitly named. (Other mech-

anisms for knowing which relations must be materialized are possible; see below.) When the query

processor receives query Q, it inserts into Materialize tuples that name relations D1; : : : ; Dm,

then it invokes rule processing.11 When rule processing completes, query Q is executed, then the

contents of relation Materialize and of derived relations D1; : : : ; Dm are deleted. Note that this

approach can be very ine�cient, since the entire contents of derived relations D1; : : : ; Dm are com-

puted before processing query Q. However, if Q contains selection conditions then this approach

can be made more e�cient using various known optimizations; see Section 7.1.

Consider our standard generic deductive rule, including negation:

r : D( �E) :- R1( �X1), : : : , Rk( �Xk), :Rk+1( �Xk+1), : : : , :Rn( �Xn), P ( �E0)

The identical production rules are generated from r as for the materialized approach (Section 5.3),

and one additional rule \r-start" is generated. The role of r-start is to perform one application of

deductive rule r, inserting initial tuples into D based on existing relations. These insertions will

trigger the other production rules as necessary to complete the computation of D. Hence, r-start

is triggered by insertions into relation Materialize, and it has a condition that checks whether a

tuple naming D has been inserted. The action of r-start is an insert operation that intuitively

corresponds to:

11For e�ciency, rule processing should be invoked for only those rules that compute D1; : : : ;Dm.
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r-start : ins D( �E)  R1( �X1), : : : , Rk( �Xk), :Rk+1( �Xk+1), : : : , :Rn( �Xn), P ( �E
0)

That is, r-start's action is the same as the insert operation generated in insertion production rules

for r (Sections 3.2 and 5.1), except no transition tables are used and the not in clause is omitted.

For multiple deductive rules, production rules as described in Section 5.3 along with an ad-

ditional start rule are generated for each one. The production rules are ordered as described in

Section 5.3, and all start rules are given highest priority.

We outline the correctness argument for this approach; full details are omitted. Let Q be a query

that references derived relations �D, let �r be the deductive rules for �D, and let �B be the relevant

base relations at the time Q is submitted. We must show that execution of the start rules for �r

followed by execution of the other production rules generated from �r materialize �D consistent with
�B. To see this, consider the following hypothetical transaction � and the materialized approach:

At the start of � , all base and derived relations are empty. In the \user" portion of � , tuples are

inserted to bring the relevant base relations to their state in �B. Production rules generated from �r

are then processed to modify derived relations �D according to the insertions into �B. By our results

in Section 5.5, at the end of � , derived relations �D are consistent with �B. Now consider query

Q. When Q is submitted, the derived relations are empty. The key observation is that the start

rules insert into the derived relations exactly the same data that is inserted by the production rules

in � responding to � 's base relation insertions. Following these initial insertions, rule processing

in � and for query Q are identical. Hence, when rule processing for query Q terminates, derived

relations �D are consistent with �B.

While we have suggested the use of relation Materialize and start rules to initiate computation

of the derived relations, other approaches are possible. For example, the query processor itself could

execute the insert operations corresponding to the actions of our start rules, then invoke rule

processing. If the database production rule language includes rules triggered by select operations

(as in, e.g., POSTGRES [SJGP90]) and has su�cient exibility, then rule processing to compute

derived relations could be invoked directly in response to a query, without the intervention of the

query processor.

It is interesting to note that the behavior of production rule execution in our non-materialized

approach computes derived relations using a strategy very similar to semi-naive evaluation. The

computation is not identical, however, because the production rules are not totally ordered and

only one rule is applied in each \iteration" rather than all rules.

7.1 Derived Relations with Selection Conditions

One important advantage of a non-materialized approach to deductive databases is that when a

query references derived relations, and when the query includes a selection condition, then based

on the selection condition it may be su�cient to compute only a portion of the derived data. For

example, if a query requests all tuples of a derived relation D such that D.attr = 5, it only is

necessary to compute enough of D to guarantee that all tuples with D.attr = 5 are produced. A

number of methods have been developed for computing partial derived data based on selection
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conditions, most notably the magic sets technique [BR86]. Most of these methods rewrite the

deductive rules based on the selection condition, then evaluate the new set of deductive rules

using a standard mechanism such as semi-naive evaluation. Such rewriting approaches can be used

to optimize our method for non-materialized derived relations: When a query with a selection

condition is submitted, the deductive rules are rewritten using, e.g., magic sets, then production

rules are generated from the new deductive rules. This requires generating production rules for

each query pattern (or adornment, see [Ull89]). The production rules are parameterized, then

instantiated for a given query's selection condition by replacing the parameters with appropriate

constant values.

7.2 Non-Empty Relations in the Materialized Approach

In our materialized approach, we assumed that production rules generated from deductive rules

would be installed when the database is created, i.e. when all base and derived relations are empty.

However, after the database has been created, a user may want to de�ne new derived relations

and deductive rules based on existing base and/or derived relations. To do this, a mechanism

very similar to our approach for non-materialized derived relations can be used to bring the new

materialized derived relations \up to date" with existing relations.

Suppose a new deductive rule r is de�ned for derived relation D. Production rules are gen-

erated from r as described in Section 5.3. After the rules are installed, one insert operation is

executed|the same operation that is generated in the action of rule r-start in the non-materialized

approach. If the user adds multiple new deductive rules (for one or more new derived relations),

then one insert operation is executed for each new deductive rule. These insertions trigger the

new production rules as necessary to ensure that, at the end of rule processing, the new derived

relations are consistent with existing relations.12 The correctness argument for this approach di-

rectly parallels the correctness argument given above for non-materialized derived relations. Note

that this mechanism also can be used to add new deductive rules for existing derived relations.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have described a complete framework whereby the production rule mechanism provided by an

active database system can be used to support a deductive database system. Derived relations

are speci�ed using deductive rules with built-in predicates and strati�ed negation; the deductive

rules are compiled automatically into production rules. In our materialized approach, derived

relations are stored in the database, and production rules maintain the consistency of derived

relations with base relations. In our non-materialized approach, production rules compute derived

relations as needed by queries. In both approaches, derived relations are computed incrementally.

12For concurrency control purposes, one transaction should be executed that �rst creates the new derived relations

and production rules, then performs the insert operations; this ensures consistency even in the presence of other

transactions [WCL91].
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Both approaches provide a mechanism for quickly and e�ectively supporting deductive rules in any

environment that provides production rules. We are currently realizing this work in the context

of Esprit Project Idea. The project includes a prototype whose core database engine supports

only production rules; derived data is speci�ed using a Datalog-like language that is translated

automatically into production rules [CM93].

Our framework generates correct production rules for any set of deductive rules. However, for

certain classes of deductive rules it is possible to generate more e�cient production rules. An

example of this is described in Section 6, where key information is used to determine when derived

relations have unique derivations. Future work includes exploring other optimizations based on key

information, such as combining or eliminating production rules, and removing extraneous where

clauses from rule actions.

Our work has concentrated on a speci�c method for computing derived data. As discussed

in Section 1.1, there are a number of alternative methods: derivations may be counted (such as

in [NY83,GMS93]), other auxiliary information may be maintained (such as in [DT92,Kuc91,

WDSY91]), or alternative derivations may be checked before derived tuples are deleted (such as in

[UO92]). All of these methods are aimed at avoiding the \re-insert" approach we have used (recall

Sections 4.1 and 5.3). A useful future contribution would be to encode several di�erent methods

using production rules and study their relative performance.

Throughout the paper we have treated updates as deletes followed by inserts. We plan to

modify our approach to treat updates directly. In general, updates to base relations still will result

in deletes followed by inserts to derived relations, as in [CW91]. Modifying our framework for

this is straightforward|it consists of adding productions rules triggered by updates, and using

transition tables old-updated and new-updated along with deleted and inserted. However,

by considering key information, in some cases we may be able to generate production rules that

propagate updates on base relations directly as updates on derived relations.

In this paper we have considered two distinct approaches to derived data: materialized and

non-materialized. In the materialized approach all derived data is maintained at all times, while

in the non-materialized approach no derived data is maintained. We are interested in exploring

an intermediate approach: Initially, derived data is not materialized, but when derived data is

materialized in response to queries it is not deleted. Existing derived data may or may not be kept

consistent with base data, and new derived data is not computed from new base data until it is

needed. This represents a \lazy" approach to materialization, and could be used for deductive data

as well as for other derived data such as conventional views.
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A Appendix

A.1 Starburst Rules for Section 4.2

create rule rt1-del-1 on Train

when deleted

then delete from Route

where <city1,city2> in (select city1, city2 from deleted)

create rule rt2-del-1 on Route

when deleted

then delete from Route where <city1,city2> in

(select deleted.city1, Route.city2 from deleted, old Route

where deleted.city2 = Route.city1)

create rule rt2-del-2 on Route

when deleted

then delete from Route where <city1,city2> in

(select Route.city1, deleted.city2 from old Route, deleted

where Route.city2 = deleted.city1)

create rule rc1-del-1 on Station

when deleted

then delete from Reach-Cal where city in

(select city from deleted where state = "California")

create rule rc2-del-1 on Route

when deleted

then delete from Reach-Cal where city in

(select deleted.city1 from deleted, old Reach-Cal

where deleted.city2 = Reach-Cal.city

create rule rc2-del-2 on Reach-Cal

when deleted

then delete from Reach-Cal where city in

(select Route.city1 from Route, deleted

where Route.city2 = deleted.city)

create rule rt1-ri on Route

when deleted

then insert into Route

select distinct deleted.city1, deleted.city2 from deleted, Train

where deleted.city1 = Train.city1

and deleted.city2 = Train.city2

and <deleted.city1,deleted.city2> not in (select * from Route)

follows rt1-del-1, rt2-del-1, rt2-del-2, rc1-del-1, rc2-del-1, rc2-del-2

create rule rt2-ri on Route

when deleted

then insert into Route

select distinct deleted.city1, deleted.city2

from deleted, Route R1, Route R2

where deleted.city1 = R1.city1
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and deleted.city2 = R2.city2

and R1.city2 = R2.city1

and <deleted.city1,deleted.city2> not in (select * from Route)

follows rt1-del-1, rt2-del-1, rt2-del-2, rc1-del-1, rc2-del-1, rc2-del-2

create rule rc1-ri on Reach-Cal

when deleted

then insert into Reach-Cal

select distinct deleted.city from deleted, Station

where deleted.city = Station.city

and Station.state = "California"

and deleted.city not in (select * from Reach-Cal)

follows rt1-del-1, rt2-del-1, rt2-del-2, rc1-del-1, rc2-del-1, rc2-del-2

create rule rc2-ri on Reach-Cal

when deleted

then insert into Reach-Cal

select distinct deleted.city from deleted, Route, Reach-Cal

where deleted.city = Route.city1

and Route.city2 = Reach-Cal.city

and deleted.city not in (select * from Reach-Cal)

follows rt1-del-1, rt2-del-1, rt2-del-2, rc1-del-1, rc2-del-1, rc2-del-2

create rule rt1-ins-1 on Train

when inserted

then insert into Route

select distinct city1, city2 from inserted

where <city1,city2> not in (select * from Route)

follows rt1-ri, rt2-ri, rc1-ri, rc2-ri

create rule rt2-ins-1 on Route

when inserted

then insert into Route

select distinct inserted.city1, Route.city2 from inserted, Route

where inserted.city2 = Route.city1

and <inserted.city1,Route.city2> not in (select * from Route)

follows rt1-ri, rt2-ri, rc1-ri, rc2-ri

create rule rt2-ins-2 on Route

when inserted

then insert into Route

select distinct Route.city1, inserted.city2 from Route, inserted

where Route.city2 = inserted.city1

and <Route.city1,inserted.city2> not in (select * from Route)

follows rt1-ri, rt2-ri, rc1-ri, rc2-ri

create rule rc1-ins-1 on Station

when inserted

then insert into Reach-Cal

select distinct city from inserted

where state = "California"

and city not in (select * from Reach-Cal)

follows rt1-ri, rt2-ri, rc1-ri, rc2-ri
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create rule rc2-ins-1 on Route

when inserted

then insert into Reach-Cal

select distinct inserted.city1 from inserted, Reach-Cal

where inserted.city2 = Reach-Cal.city

and inserted.city1 not in (select * from Reach-Cal)

follows rt1-ri, rt2-ri, rc1-ri, rc2-ri

create rule rc2-ins-2 on Reach-Cal

when inserted

then insert into Reach-Cal

select distinct Route.city1 from Route, inserted

where Route.city2 = inserted.city

and Route.city1 not in (select * from Reach-Cal)

follows rt1-ri, rt2-ri, rc1-ri, rc2-ri

A.2 Starburst Rules for Section 5.4

create rule uc-ni-1 on Route

when inserted

then delete from Unconnected where <city1,city2> in

(select S1.city, S2.city from old Station S1, old Station S2, inserted

where S1.city = inserted.city1 and S2.city = inserted.city2)

follows rt1-ins-1, rt2-ins-1, rt2-ins-2, rc1-ins-1, rc2-ins-1, rc2-ins-2

create rule uc-pd-1 on Station

when deleted

them delete from Unconnected where <city1,city2> in

(select deleted.city, Station.city from deleted, old Station

where not exists

(select * from old Route

where deleted.city = Route.city1 and Station.city = Route.city2))

follows uc-ni-1

create rule uc-pd-2 on Station

when deleted

them delete from Unconnected where <city1,city2> in

(select Station.city, deleted.city from old Station, deleted

where not exists

(select * from old Route

where Station.city = Route.city1 and deleted.city = Route.city2))

follows uc-ni-1

create rule uc-ri on Unconnected

when deleted

then insert into Unconnected

select distinct deleted.city1, deleted.city2

from deleted, Station S1, Station S2

where deleted.city1 = S1.city and deleted.city2 = S2.city

and <deleted.city1,deleted.city2> not in (select * from Unconnected)

and not exists

(select * from Route
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where deleted.city1 = Route.city1 and deleted.city2 = Route.city2)

follows uc-pd-1, uc-pd-2

create rule uc-nd-1 on Route

when deleted

then insert into Unconnected

select distinct S1.city, S2.city from Station S1, Station S2, deleted

where S1.city = deleted.city1 and S2.city = deleted.city2

and <S1.city,S2.city> not in (select * from Unconnected)

and not exists

(select * from Route

where S1.city = Route.city1 and S2.city = Route.city2)

follows uc-ri

create rule uc-pi-1 on Station

when inserted

then insert into Unconnected

select distinct inserted.city, Station.city from inserted, Station

where <inserted.city,Station.city> not in (select * from Unconnected)

and not exists

(select * from Route

where inserted.city = Route.city1 and Station.city = Route.city2)

follows uc-nd-1

create rule uc-pi-2 on Station

when inserted

then insert into Unconnected

select distinct Station.city, inserted.city from Station, inserted

where <Station.city,inserted.city> not in (select * from Unconnected)

and not exists

(select * from Route

where Station.city = Route.city1 and inserted.city = Route.city2)

follows uc-nd-1
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